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In October 19< >« the Office of the Chief of Navy
I ion ( 0) i L1 ' a to en] i t : .
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A : tain the
of naval 3 ; P '. ci 1 i of
the Havy who wer loyed in i
'
tti





. gathering this j from tfc si
localities - Si Lf lly* it follow-
ing c rcupations ) .
._
pii Lc relatio , • " ' .' jing,







ry* Office o:': Inf< : ' :-on
lot':cr, seri 1 3217* dat< I Oc c 10, 1966.

This s ] ttter also req ;d the names of persons
serving as Public Relations Officer :: Haval Reserve
units, r
.
• oJ their civilian oca ' ms.
Eventually a list of over 1,500 i s was assembled
and was designated, for i i t 3 purposes, J ; . : . . ji.
h su" t ] tter from * to the Cc 3 :ficers
uivl Petty Offie .'. . of the r< unil rec
tditional effort hz ex; led to i ie the size of
List 60* This lett al :d on the service that
C fO would initiate to t c ";







, ii from ] and such < ;.'. r
ials as - y be 3 helpful to
them in tell: ' story i Lr
communities.
"
Ti : " Lna is a CHI ' bion
for Public .";'• • ' rid. It
provi info: ' >n on :-. •..•!•. ".ion:: plans r
programs along with .. : .; 1 for PR ( loi
is a i ' ."' y .'.. ' :n of recent
within th " ' :' luc ' 1 c : ' ' :'
int .: .
Composition of Li ' 60 took 0:1 a diversified look
2
Dep< snt of th vy, o: a of Information
letter, serial 527, - iry 24, 1! -7.

3when C ] of persons carving in reserve
public relations positions, regardless of civilian occu]
tion* Bi res PR officers were incli d on t-
list, the survey sample for this thesis included persons
not ei ploj -: in civilian i ' t Dns, but wl •





: • proyi 3 ; tion a
jnifi [ice to thi s iuUy ] . use it pe Ltted >mj r-
ison of ' ' 3 wi I .
tthly ] Llings fr List 60 pi
vari - ( infor . '. i La] t
-
; « •' -
'
; selection : package
list of CHI
branch o: . , ] .' , an i:




.- rii s Corps r, riliti
fina Lai ] ;, a bi<
.
ly-aj
* ief of Haval O; on the U» S.
Memorial J i n, pre ' ' Lai on : ly publi
; vy-ori . 1 : ; titute,
an anno it cone Lng '' .1 '. -'' ' 1968 3
Con1 and a Goveri ' Pri ' i;
. ] bion offer-
il Lnc
'
observed to cc ntain
a Corsair IX Attack Rej t,.a bat Art anc 3 lotog
collection, ; hlel entitled Scoj of So
Power," "You Can Help," and ". .' cion Satellil

4System," and a listing of 1 avy films cleared for public and
television showing
.
Success of th List GO program was based on two
assu ptions that have be-: ' ; in public relatione
1. People really know us will tend to like us.
2. The more people know of our good work, the more
conc< they will ] al '. oi tinu ' tee.
In th .'. ' . ': of th i : ivy ] blic r ;] tions . i~
work, these stat . t 1 ' follow
1. Per " 1
111 the: ha\
of the ser . ic c it t ' i» and 'obj .
2.1 on Li .•':- tl . ._ ' .
.
'
curr n1 on the probl ishmeni i the ! y t







The re ;earch 3 sted in this s ti ares
1. The atti . 6 of persons on Li3t 60 concerning
their active duty fclavy service relate positively to ;; nt
Bttitud t rd the Navy.
2» Increased contacts with t" . ;y ; lie relations
program contribute to fa\ able • tow rd the Navy.
In additioni this thesis attempts to < :mine:
3. I • i : y ;.' 3 ' t GO £ pl< c i
; blic opinion.

4. If there i' :; a need for the Wavy to alter t:
number and m sans of cc 3ts with persons 0:1 List 60.
ts..
Con :s involved in this 3 '"ares
1. Aj
'
'' Is th< bal evaluation that
a person has toward an institution or
.
l. An attituc
two properties?--directi - or un
ability and degree of int Lty. Either direction or
bly can ". me< Inuum.









a hi y and intensity
than "slightly ; : - <•" ; .._ . . is &ire< • of favors! Llity
'>-., vis-a-vi - :'. of
intensity*
2. i .—Contad i '. toy of exposure
of pe . on List 60 to Navy pub] !.c 3 "1 or
:y infor ition. It" is ' 6 id ' 3 tl : ber
of times p« mo tl t am t tive communicat
with ' vy PR per 1 or i 3 to V^vy informational
axial. Contact is red to a pe " or :' ial.
1 >nal contact ::. iid< 3 to be to- face or by
telephone and : : per • al contact is by mail.
3. I at,.—*&gr nt i.z one of three concepts
involved in meas .'. t: <" ility of the respondents to

tuge public '. ion, (£ 79 for definitions of th«
concepts by CI affee and 1 :'/ ',} Agre tent is the d \
to which a pers .^:- opini les true public opinion*
Therefore, if a ions were exactly the same as
the majority of the c al public ,s« he would have perfect
agr< nt.
4. p —Congru< ncy is the deg ' ich a
; .
.' 1.
1; >inioi . - what "'
'
the g : 3
blic is thinking. A * .y
would beli that j :>nal < Lni i is es tl\ : "
oral public 1
5. &£CJ > : y is
public opinion ' •'". be of pu" lie
;
. ion. That is# i ':. is tl ability tc
predict exactly what the gei ' ; i
A model of c< ts 3, 4,
79 .
I'o previou i stud; h< ] en s ade of 1 attituc i
opinions of the List 60 group i :d 1 avy in g ral
and its public : : ' :" c b i r Lc 3 ::. He :>-:,
i 3 n made of \ * attitudes toward
t' ir former servi ; c j I :il tow rd an organiza-
tion's public relatio: Lion.
In I960, Bruce I. S1 ., a i niv< c - : by of Wisconsin

student, sul Ltted a f. |
, entitled »* q«^ciii x c a Survey of t
Vc:te::
:
••- at. the i ' , .»< ft> - „.:sity or Wisconsin to
Determi •.• -.,
, - ... _
.
ry Se^vice Experience."
In 1958, Don G -• » n« -a„ • •
at the University
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communications. The rationale for 70 establishing the
program involve tl aries that have become guiding prin-
ciples in the craft of public relations.
For e: >le# by for bional material to
."'.
:: sentatives who were former ' srs of the
tTavy# CHINFO hopes tt - 3 r ited and infon ad a special
public that is probably influential wj 1 local commun-
ities and some control of - ' out! : liti< ;.
. t the of 1 " '. _ .- ntat Ion an
!
in . . 1 influence are br it to bear on the g 1
public for tli Lt of th /y.
Before revi ' . - th . \ \ rt
t c » it is 1 ' ' .:."• .
researchers ha\j ' a 3 tl used i 5 . ..:•:.
Definiti is of th -
.
' of ai as
1 rous as t ii . ye] '. E ich author has his
own definition. In 3.-57, CI . A. Insko : ' led and
published varioi defi of the ter <> Of t'
definitic e Gordon Allporl 's 1935 tion has with-
sto< of time and i : : : ance with tl
tern as defii in this thesis:
An attitude is a 1 1 tral st te of readi-
ness* < ' 3 through : 'i .- ' a directive
or d} ic infli \ :' l*s response to
all objects and situai Li 1 • hich it is related.
3
3Chester A. Jnsko, \ ' '
( ; York: ;. " . - ( tury-Cro: , 1967), p. 2.

9Insko also c< i on the various theories adv<
through the years concerning the relationship between
attitudes and opii as* His v.: w on the attitude-opinion
concept advanced by i laj iis# and Kelly seems
particularly compatible with the views of this author and
the research V ing
.
bed in thia papers
/" '
,
' Ls# i ' . that one of th
In v; lys in
to -.' : tl fa
s belie: ih as
int ripations.
At are i orj beward




be i which is
, of r.~




t' ': foil .
'
o; dni< >n about a politic icin 1 ' , • , •
result in a change
, like < , •'
'
the
indivd •' iu il undergi
.
.
If C * :'*. co: ' ' - Lve, then it
ble opinio: I attii
of the 't GO un ; ' ] ' \ ': ';" .'
1 ble, or n« itral, : . ; ati itu '. n i >uld ]
ch : ' po:;: 3 --.
Varj ' '
.
i c J on th . concej: £ whi
tl y u! : " bl List 60 program.
l. f» 3L2. Italics mi
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Cutlir' and Center maintain there successful press
relatioi are built on a r ' bion of service to the media
5
representatives. By monthly mail contacts with nationwid
media, CHI! FO is att :ing to establish a channel of




1 »rbert F. Li :ger believes that the adoption of
6




an ideao Lionh i ' U p'. ay an
imp ,t ro3 in t* \e . .. bird and fourth
stages involve th a ivid lal evalu ; is ting
with the idea. The influ< pinion le :
Lais i . i , X tl " . as, : " ly,
personal experie : ; « '-ion or rej ' Lon of
the proposal.
Again, CI3 Ld hope that the List GO
:. w - ' e •'..' " avy'i
]
... is to the America
people through . ss media faciliti \ 3 that in
opinion leaders in th List CO universe would follow up
with interpersonal contacts such as speaki . igageraents
and similar events.
Scott M. Cutli] • d Allen H. Center, ££i
'
: (Eng] >d Cliffs, W. J.: Pr. .: .' 11,
Inc., 1964), p. 207."
6
F. Lionbe , . • ;
.
i




This filteri n of infoi itio i from the Wavy to
local opinion lc - 3 on to t* » general public would
ad bhe j nal : tl : is so ? ' ha i
atti i opinions. This procedure is
support' '' by va \ st s.
One such fj ' " by Public Opinion
Surveys, Inc.* of Pri] ;eton# . r Jer '• It said tl
blic bases its attitudes t
on r • 5ii t! my of





Also, Kats i • < oi










up their i i per
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be in a highe: '. ' level. \ a !
cone" "| : iional ' '. * ; ople, anc
.
;
. upper * . ' Lar j ' i] y r<
sented in the corps c " a ifl! Is. Con :entx 3 of
lie e " irs opi . I to be found in the up
New York : : . - •' try 1, 1956, p.. 1, col* 1
Elihu and ] , I feld f £ • '1
."
•





Ex :e a source of potential goodwill for
their former service i . their civilian co mnities. How
favorably they speak about tl Navy can carry co: ' rable
Lthin their spheres of influence, Cutlip and
Center say this about org i 5 such Lalized
List GO jz "In the craft* th iq groups arc la£
• si ' blics.*' On ' be! •- in ; •" lie
>ns is to :*b tti ' U " liaison tfith
•
_ .- b - .V. 3 . " b : '•
b lii
.




''. b n, th ..." this speci
folic gi ' :• in:
infi : bio: i rial i :> : .. - i : L. La:
lert that this ;b : . i V c mi bion.
"One ov the .. rill i
leful is faraili ' priate • • . ca1
, :y to





" Th . re, :a an of
previou y i •.. L 2 Lnuing with
9
Jhla. # p. 284.
Ci Lij and C , . .' '
'
p. 27 0.
Rol: ;rt E. L<~ s and .' 0. S< rs, /• ".-•. £ ' :
Englewood Cliffs, H. J. : Pre ill, Inc., ), p.
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the Navy might produce a climate of concern for the we]
of the addres • s for;: r rvice.
However f the mere faci bhat a line of communi ' Ion
is established does not insure that productive results will
be forthcoming. One study c on this points
3 pri " : . : ti ' is
that the dis
'. It Lve to
alwa; , or tY at it af ill
attituc Ly. > - . £i ' L ''.
.
ini
• rely .. Lev?" to spr
information y. r cs • . .
cr<
' ble •.. task of
'.
.'.. blic ( inio:
sur he only i
v '
'.
. y • •-'-'





; . It is i hat i in t"
process/ fad hat contribute
tio ; . of info
If iback will be ic Lned.
Finally* thi • ' :-" int to :
contri ' I Lon to a i sed which Center refer to in
:s
One of the '
.
snt in public
rela i tl ~xz . it i tl
in , for : inc : . ; critic ?-
V rt H. I ul B. 1 -y, "S<






C :ki 3 iry
Hoi
_ y, 1954) , p. 528.
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self- " Ion of olc >ri ..* arch* simply
put, is the act of scare" infon lation—accurate,
relial 1< .- us ful . : . : . or< Lzing this
in: ition so th .ons can be drawn-
arch as a - . an attitud >, dc
offer publi . i ri Is in achj '. g an
i ing of . < tti opini >ns of those











items a; in t : raay have






: L# , Wisconsin) and a nat h ' 'ibuted
( ) : led the foi stori
had national i 1, as c
were carri< '•' by .' : ices. ", . L li fc incli ; the






It -' , •<;... r bhe title "?] LTavy" in
5 1 page, with photographs f
: c /oted to the alleged over ; of Lieutei nt
: i lus ,".:/. h jii i : in i "
'
I ; off
The article cover . ' i : . c f and the
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- • e to ,-.
1 isis.)
™**Januarv "i 7. ap i ~,,»,v ». - • -J A/ '
" ' ' • --' Patrol plane crashed i










: in 13 months.

16
—January 19, y ,, in an rticle, with
.
.. h,
titled MT1 vy" in section, C in
Alex " for from c id of the J - •; . and his
defense of Lie ." rnheiter are related.
-—
•'
.24, I UPX, North Korea held the
intellig s! id its crew captive after seizing
the 1 at sea < into th ;. >rt of Wo t«
(This story, wit! ' ' lig! ts, ::-
fr throug! i riod of . y
= )
--Feb 2, Tx It i of Co. i nder






-~3 y 7, AP and , oyer
and i i : • ;::x :; ' i the. i off
r , in th 2
Counl '• negative it©] fere storie
on the c .'
.
1< Li i " tl -.-./ in VietE ivy




that t! pro y ' Lcient impact to
lei - th
_








anything, it could ! arguec the events of the j








Throi hout bhis thesis t] re are references made to
geog I Lc of ti ' . These areas i ;
1 as foll<
1. E< st Ci : , ' :' Lusetts,
!e Is]
'
: Connecticut, New York, \ t - ', De3 e,
Virgi] ; a, 1 h , Georgia, j
2a Gulf Co : a, L'. ' r a Lppi,
3. West ; ',-:' . '. ' . .-• ,




















' ace r als.
xat, h r, it j .: "
.












incli all coni ' '';.'"'
t) e f£ set of
' on the Havy, luati ' , • :
-..,
and consideration of it ii • iring




en the Navy ar 3 the <_ n :al ; iblic. 8,]
5
• '
? •'"• th '• for th c tiduct
of •




I for j Ldin<
d" tion t ' - • Eavv p -
* only :.. f




rsonnel concerning the disclosure of security
information and to provide a s^ tern for Navymen to submit
manuscripts to civilian publi h irs. The £oxoj£oj_ £ \,
lik< "' , : ;: pur tely written for relatively bro
interpretation. Therefore, th ual is, in practice,
the sole source of specific public relati 3i2 action.
Su; '
.
guidance i peri Lc illy fo]
to Navy ' /ities" in tin form of ?. tt ..". , ' memoranda.
illy ii : for
. t :. lii ' : 1 ] . ij ' • Til ' ." - I ' is tl
ilising ." g- refer . • „'.'-' rels









..." sident, as c< " r~in-chief of the
. , tl :jh th icretary i to tii
civili n Sec;; :y of the iTavy (SE ) Ids uni
subor .- the Chit f c f :' ..-." ; ( •}
.
.
The Chief of Info: '. :.on (C3 ) :' c Ix set
.
;
::ivo of S C ) in the field of public
relati 3. As such, ho is "x ... ' ' le ' ic planning
*nt< ti( n of all Dei . ; . int of the Navy public




affairs and internal information. H i is assisted by a
staff organisation—*the ' ce of Information ( "
commonly referred to as C '. 5 •
Frora the Office of Inf '.ion, or FO, public
] ttio: - -wivitics are directc -1 and encouraged through a





I :, C FQ has several lc
organizations which are 3 *; ible for public
lat LO] • They are:
1. Hav riet Publi ' t ' . >n,





. , S. C.
;
I
; Orl f La* ; Gr ' ,• 1 1 : . . ' btle, \ $h. ; Sa








i is <3 i\
i :<ng these off ' offi .< ' \
'
.
ision of th District Co * Bc< ' blic
re] '. matt throug"
int<
.
n public relati 3. H> Thin; would mcli
the ar< ! aval Reserve : ' :. iruitii
offie :. Both of these cc " : ] Lble to
other hie - Lty for the c ft of specializ d PR











2. Fie t Ha Town Center (: . :) . Tl
organization "processes, edii ' disseminates material
{ rint, film, tape, etc.) . ' I it by Navy commands."
It do not originate news ' rial, but 0. 3s entirely
on copy sul Lt J by units in the field. It disseminat i
that material to media in the U. S., its territories and
] isess tons, ill ied nati have req _i t
rvice.
3 I y Publd in New York,
Chi r and I - : ; . of t fc L of the
Lc mad :lose pe ' :i ' " ':."/







I cl Lth Lmulating







civilian m< = i Li , mai ' a li . of
•ion pietur< 3 for use by 3 1 televisit nations, <
perfo 1 < ' 3 . ns at the
local le"v si.
4. Hi val v Public I Lrs Companies. Tl : se
7




Cc , ' 1 Res rve Public Affairs
( -* list, in
.
" >n of author.
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Eiasi. Cc — j>
GuIf Coi ™ j
West Coast - 4
In: - 18
The purj of th u is to provide a reserv
of skilled i . ; :i: in til Lor 1 i cgency. li^riy of
the LlUT.c: • are employ i: Lvilian i medi
occupati have i i] L in public rel; '::'-
billets. 1 he coi.ipani 1st i ". I




. : .. two other nstios ' ivy ' ' «
but C ) con:;- a i lima 3. 2 y bz sj
1. R ' . ' \ he :













Gulf Coast - 72
3t - 127
- 215
Pu Rico/ Gi .- : . .i] ' ; ii - 3
U« s. J ' Ion, nix, J :
letter date 14, 1 , 1 ./ of all :..
:
' Ions United J

23
' main area headquarters for these recruiting
units (Boston, Chicago, Los :\ 3 s, etcO have public
relatior visors who coordi : iting PR activity in
their locales, They are not, at this time, responsible to
CHINP0 :
" y Y' •"•^ PR activity on other than an r- T^
basi3.





" it i for specialist a ; r ;v<>
training in th states, Pueri :, Rico, and t:









" try, ici 2, etc. Th
co L i iits ar« j i it - L j pi j ,_. _
of sev 3 \ .-suri ,atj
'•'
-' '•'
j Lts are si ' ; s fol3




Cverc: cv.fi -. y
Reserve unil j] with ". i ued promotion
of public awa: s, und Lng, \ ,rt of the role
of tlie Kavy i - ' il : , - En in1 - , . ... _ , . of
national policy, /rh
. also e :pacted t '/ - :ploit
S
T„. lrt ,
..'' 1 Instructi ! j.v: d it :
10, 1S66, witn dated December 22- *» 9
' • <s E> J. •

24
X^ublic affairs capabilitie and talents in the Naval
I rve .
"
Naval Reserve group cc rs are to "ensure that
an agg: i public info program (' 3th internal end
external) is maintained th _.Ti effective liaison with • . .
local . • > e . ''.':.' -,
"
In practice, witli tl i pti« n of the specialist
•lie re] ' \ < ! . , :' - • 3 :; '.. 3 ' : . ly-
poorciinaced
.
' lati Lty c .:.'. cut by the
naval re per . 11 «
0\ rail, : f. S. (as c. inl ti \)
).:. jy : can j
'
2 hi through t
st News < .- - 1 Dial ., Lie Affaix
Lees , and i . ' _ :'
ever, it must be re> " " '
"
r 215 j n<
aetivi '.'. located in the < t I S1
:e, to some , res; ' '0 ::or local
and nationally-tJ ; '..' i proj cts«
C nder al Rose: Lng Co: 3 Notice
1001 of .' . '. ] ' , 1 '67, I j j 2ti Na tl 3 rve
. 1
n
Naval ' Training C and In ;tion P5400.13
of August 21, 1963, . 261, p. 2-8.
De; at of the , Bi ily Statistical
:y, ] 1967, p. 3.

: '.-... !&J I
'
Any t ivy* s public relatioi
fc incluc Lnation of its principles*
1 3
mission/ and objectives.
The four basic principl lie i Lrs for tl
(anc re the Navy) ares
1. In a democracy* the public has a right to fc
in j >r i of i ti .. .1 ' . 3 i -v o
_,












bial e: Les. It is .ly
important* » id
3. ;: :': which may a; : to th •
.
blic to
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Of the 96 generals who responded to the question,
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:HG SCALE FOR NAVY J CTY
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PAVORABILITY TOWARD NAVY AIR POWER IN PEACETIMI
Navy Affiliation
Naval Reserve Naval Reserve




in peacetime . 63.9^ 79.5$ 73.4%
Moderately or














Column (N) (72) (44) (102)
Hypothesis Discussion .—Table XX summarizes the
findings of this section by comparing the sample's present
loyalty to the Navy hy their attitudes toward their active
duty service.
There is little difference between the two groups in
whether they would reenter the Navy or recommend the Navy
to a friend. Nore than eight of every 10 respondents would
reenter their former service and would recommend the Navy
to a friend. The differences by active duty service are in
the expected direction, however.
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The question about retention of aircraft carriers in
peacetime produced more sharply divided expressions of
attitude. The "highly favorable active duty" grouping was
much more opposed to any slash in carrier forces than the
"less than highly favorable" segment* However, almost two-
thirds of the latter grouping still oppose a reduction of
The Guttman rating scale based on the first three
dexjsndent variables shows that over two-thirds of the
"highly favorable active duty" sample had attitudes that
were considered extremely pro-IIavy. That is, that portion
of the sample would reenter the Navy* would recoioinend the
Navy and would strongly oppose any cut in aircraft carrier
forces. A significantly smaller percentage of those less
favorable to their active duty experience also hold these
present pro-Navy attitudes.
On the bas.i s of this summary, the hypothesis that
active duty attitudes relate positively to present atti-




NAVY LOYALTY VS. ATTITUDE TOWARD ACTIVE DUTY
Attitude Toward Active Duty Service
Highly Moderately Favorable
Favorable or Less
Would reenter Navy 92S5 85?o
Would recommend Navy 83 80
Strongly oppose
reduction of peace-
time carrier force 80 63
Highly loyal to Navy,
on the basis of
above three items
(Guttman scalo) 70 48
Column (IJ) (132) (32)
Pert C--,Inp.act of, Li£.t...6..0 Program
This section looks at the factors involved in
influencing attitudes by increasing contacts. Pertinent




Table XXI compares the sample's self"described
knowledge level about Havy matters before (retrospectively)
and after the initiation of the List 60 informational
program.
The percentage of persons who said they were "very
well informed" doubled after inauguration of the List 60
program and persons who judged themselves "fairly v;ell
informed" also increased,
A small portion of the sample still considers itself
not very well or not at all informed, but this group has
been cut to one- fifth its pre-List SO sine.
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT NAVAL ACTIVITIES
Informa t iona 1 Lave
1
Before CHIHFO After CHINFO
Knowledge Level List 60 Program List 60 Program
Very well informed
Fairly well informed
ITot very well or not at
all informed
ITot ascertained











Almost half the respondents felt they were "pretty
much" aware of the Navy's role in national defense because
of the information received from CHINPO. A slightly lesser
number felt the same way about the Navy's combat achieve-
ments in Vietnam. Table XXIX summarizes the results of
these investigations.
To determine if the List 60 program was increasing
the respondents* awareness of Navy stories in mass media,
one question (17) probed this area. Over half the respond-
ents thought their awareness about Navy stories was more
stimulated. A significant number wrote in the reply that
they had always been aware of Navy news. Nevertheless,
more respondents replied negatively to that question of
selective awareness than to the others.
TABLE XXII




Navy Combat Navy's Role
Awareness Stories from in National A./are of Mass
Level Vietnam Defense M »dia Navy News




Not very much or
not at all 30.5 19.4 36.1
Always was aware —^ —
-
8.8
Not ascertained 2.2 3.1 3.1
100. 0% 100.036 1Q0.0*




A Guttman seals was constructed to analyze the
findings of questions 15-17, on the basis of a survey on 50
randomly selected returns. (See page 37 for details,)
All occupational categories were about equally
influenced, at least for the highest Guttman ranking, by
the CHINFO program. All categories compare closely with
the total sample.
Overall, a substantial majority of all categories
indicated they were influenced positively by the List GO
progran.
The public relations-advertising occupation made the
greatest use of the informational material in their jobs.
The print media made the least use of the material. This
suggests the use of materials sent through List 60 is
primarily promotional, rather than informational, in its
distribution to the general public.
Item C4:
Table XXIV lists the ways that respondents said they
used the List 60 material.
Print and electronic media personnel did use the
material to a limited extent in their- publications and
broadcasts. The PR-advertising people made equal use of
the material in mass media, interpersonal conversations,
and speaking engagements. White collar workers mostly




EFFECT OF LIST 60 PROGRAM ON AWARENESS
Occupational Category
Print Elect. White Total
Criteria Media Media PR-Adv. Collar Sample
Rated highest*
(3 of 3) on
Guttman scale 24.5?* 2B.6% 21.5% 2D. 3% 22.9%
Rated lower*




59.1 42. S 56.9 53.6 49.8
49.0 57.1 67.7 50.7 55.9
Column (IT) (49) (35) (65) (70) (227)
^Questions 15-17. See page 37 for an explanation of
this Guttman scale.
TABLE XXIV
COMMENTS Oil USE OF LIST 60 MATERIAL
(Percentage of individuals who listed the following
as their first comment)
Occupational Category
Print Elect. White Total
Use Employed Media .Media PR-Adv. Collar Sample
Broadcast or
„ , .,
publication 28.6% 28.6% 15.4% 2.9;, 19.4%
Interpersonal
conversations 8.2 14.3 16.9 21.7 21.6
Recruiting — — 3 «i 5 » 8 e ' 2
Internal Navy
communications 2.0 — 10.8 11.6 y.„i
Speaking engage-
ments 4.1 5.7 16.9 . 7.3 12.7
Column (17) (49) (35) (55) (70) (227)
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In all a mass media use and person-to-person and Navy
communications were represented most often in the uses made
of the List 60 material.
Item C5:
Table XXV consolidates the findings of the probes
for this section and compares them with the sample's
military affiliation.
All categories of affiliation were better informed
by CHIlTFO's program, with reserve PR practitioners the most
highly influenced group. They also scored highest in the
Guttman rating, used the List GO material more in their
jobs* and got it more media exposure*
The non-affiliated persons were less educated by
the program, are not particularly strong in the Guttman
rating, and made considerable use of the material in their
jobs. J.'cv/ever, not many use the material for actual
publication or broadcast. This suggests that the non-
reserve group finds the material best suited for background




LIST 60 EFFECTIVENESS BY MILITARY AFFILIATION
Military Affiliation
Effectiveness Naval Reserve Naval Reserve
Index None (PR Billet) (Non-PR Billet)
Very well informed
ke_£ojrje_ List 60
program , B.3% 22.1% 22.5%
Very veil informed
&£&££ List 60
program 23.6 54.5 39.2
Raton highe s
t
(3 of 3) in
Guttman it:odia
rating* 11.1 43.2 24.5
Used List GO






broadcast 13.9 31.8 11.
S
Column (IT) (72) (44) (102)
Questions 15-17.
Item Co:
Persons employed in upper management and line mass
madia positions ware most educated by- the List 60 program,
according to Table XXVI. Within the communications indus-
try, reporters showed the greatest information gain from
the program.
Reporters also rated highest on the Guttman rating
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and most often saw to it that the material was either
published or broadcast. Middle managers such as city
editors and local news directors said they found the mater-
ial most useful in their jobs.
A large gain in information was reported by persons
not employed in mass media positions and, as might be
expected, that group was the least influential in gaining
public exposure for the material.
TABLE XXVI
LIST 60 EFFECTIVENESS BY JOE TITLE
Job Title
Han. City Not In
Remarks Ed. Ed. Reporter Mass Media
Very well informed
be fore List 60
program 25.7?; 19.09S 2.1% 19.2%
Very well informed
il££er_ List 60
program 42.9 21.4 40.7 46,2
Rates highest
(3 of 3) in Guttman
media rating- 22.9 21.4 37.0 21.8
Used List 60















Hypothesis Discussion .—It was hypothesised that
more frequent contact of the List 60 personnel with active
duty naval personnel would result in a more favorable
attitude toward the Navy. This was considered important
because such attitudes would presumably result, in turn,
in greater use of CHINPO materials in the person's
professional mass media work. This would accomplish the
main goal of the List 60 program, which is to gain greater
public exposure, via mass communication, of the Navy's
program and point of vie:-.'.
Table XXVII indicates that frequent contact is
indeed working to the Navy's advantage, but the process is
not as straightforward as hypothesised. There is little
difference due to frequency of contact, in the person's
present loyalty to the Navy; in fact, those contacted less
frequently are slightly more likely to be highly loyal to
their former service. On the other hand, those contacted
more frequently (by personal contacts by other naval
personnel in addition to List 60 mailings) are slightly
more likely to say they pay more attention to Navy news
items than they did before the List CO program was
initiated.
The major differences are in actual U3e of CHINFO
materials in mass media work. Those contacted more often
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CHItJFO material in their jobs, and to use this material
specifically in broadcast, publication, or public speaking
engagements. Thus, although measures of "attitudes" alone
suggests little or no impact of frequent contact, the main
goal of gaining public exposure for the llavy is enhanced
by more frequent contact. Thus, the hypothesis that
contact is positively related to the basic aims of the
List 60 program is supported.
Part D—Preference for Contacts
What types of contact do the respondents prefer and
how often do they desire then? Questions 12, and 20
through 22 investigated these matters.
Item Dl:
Table XXVIXI indicates that* by job title, rest
position-holders prefer personal contacts to mail. Only a
small portion of the respondents desire no contacts at all.
Face-to- face and tele-phono contacts are the most
preferable types of contacts. Some respondents, especially
reporters, said that any type of contact desired by the
Navy would be acceptable to them, Finally, a portion of
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the sample desired mail contacts only; this was especially
common among those outside the communications industry.
Contact at least once a month was the preferred
amount of contact. Managing editors and equivalents also
often indicated that they could he contacted as often as
the Navy desired.
Overall, almost eight of 10 respondents indicated a
desire for personal contact at least once a month.
TABLE XXVIII
CONTACT PREPERENCE/AI-50US3T BY .103 TITLE
Job Title
Type/amounts Man* City Hot In . Total
of Contacts Ed. Ed. Reporter Mass Hadia S^.role
Face-to-face
and/or telephone 40.0% 33.4% 25.9% 47.4% 59.0%
Mail only 17.1 14.3 14.3 23.1 22.5
Any or all means 34.3 35.7 40.7 17.9 26.4
Hot at all — 2.4 3.7 6.4 4.G
Contact at least
once a month 71.4 73.9 74.0 89.7 78.9
Contact as often
as iTavy
desires 20.0 9.5 3.7 1.3 6.2
Column (N) (35) (42) (27) (78) (227)
Item D2:
The vast majority of the sample v/orks within easy
commuting distance of some Navy facility—reserve training
center, recruiting office, or operational base. Table XXXIX
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More respondents living in Gulf Coast states work
some distance from a ITavy facility, according to
Table XXXII. In other areas of the United States, at least
nine of 10 respondents are near a Kavy activity.
Gulf Coasters also have had less contact with the
Huvy, and desire slightly more.
Inland, the respondents are presently getting more-
face-to- face and telephone contacts than the other geo-
graphic areas, which was not particularly true before the
List CO program. Thus one effect of List GO may have loeen
to penetrate areas far from the coastal centers of naval
activity.
IHDEX OP CONTACTS BY STATE OP EMPLOYMENT
State of Employment
East Gulf West
Index Coast Coast Coast Inland
Work less than 25 miles
from some Navy facility 94.2% 80.0% 90.2% 90.9%
Monthly contacts prior to
List" 60 program 63.2 44.0 51.2 56.8
Present monthly contacts
by telephone or
face-to- face 26.5 16.0 36.6 42.1
Face-to- face and/or
te 1ephone cont a c
b
desired at least once
a month 82.4 84.0 73.1 77.3
Column (N) (68) (25) (41) (83)
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Part: E—Public Opinion Prediction
Questions 23 and 24 provided the information neces-
sary to determine how closely the respondent's opinions
resembled true public opinion and how accurately the sample
could predict what the general American public thinks.
Three concepts are basic to this investigation.
They are agreement* congruency, and accuracy. Chaffee and
2McLeod c.'zZjL.ne these terms as follows: Congruency is a
perception by one person of a relation between his cogni-
tions and the other person's, Agreement is the extent to
which one person's evaluations resemble the other's,
Accuracy is the extent to Which one person's perception of
the other's evaluations resembles the other's true
valuations.
















2Steven H. Chaffee and Jack M. McLeod, "Sensitization





Table XXXIII indicates how closely the respondent's
personal opinion and his estimate of public opinion
actually resembled the results of a question asked by Louis
Harris and Associates, Inc., in a nationwide 1965 survey.
The rankings for the List GO sample are based on median
scores.
The Harris survey question asked the general public
(.•T=2317) to rank order a list of occupations. The results
of that probe and the rankings given by the respondents in
this research are as follows.
The sample 1 s personal opinions were the same as the
Harris sample for the first (physician and minister/priest/
rabbi) two and the last two (bookkeeper and radio-TV
announcer) occupations on the list. The questionnaire
respondents, however, rated Navy officers above public
school teachers and Navy enlisted men above farmers; which
was higher than the result of the Harris survey. This
tendency to rate Kavy occupations higher accounts for the
only deviations of the List 60 sample from total agreement
with the national Harris sample.
The List 60 sample's personal occupational ranking
was more correct than its estimate of the public's ranking
of the same occupations. While physicians, clergy, and
teachers were correctly ranked at the top of the estimated"
list, all others were incorrectly ranked. .Most of this
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disagreement occurred because Navy personnel were not
believed by the respondents to be held as high in public
esteem as they actually ware.
This suggests a tendency to Mover-react " to a
perceived dissimilarity. Judging that they are probably
more favorable than most people to Naval personnel, these
ex-Navy people tend to overestimate the degree of their
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From Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., report
number 1519 of June 1965.
Determined by computing median scores of
question 23.
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were the highest rated occupational group. PR-advertising
personnel thought that their personal opinions differed the
most with true public opinion, with electronic media people
also low in congruency.
PR-advertising people scored highest in accuracy,
with white collar personnel a close second. The electronic
people were weakest in their ability to predict public
opinion.
These last findings suggest ways in which accurate
assessments of public opinion are made. Those in electronic
work probably contact a comparatively narrow range of
people in their daily routine. By contrast, public rela-
tions and advertising specialists probably contact a wide
variety of people, and are of course paid to be accurate
estimators of public values.
Item E4:
Persons not employed in mass media and communications
personnel in upper management positions have opinions most
like the general public, according to Table XXXVI.
With regard to congruency, persons not in mass madia
believe their opinions to be most "normal" and reporters
indicate that they believe their personal opinions to be
least like the general public.
Reporters were weakest: in accuracy as well. This
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reporters, who should be in rather close contact with a
broad spectrum of society, seem to be most estranged in all
three aspects of cocrientation: they don't agree with the
public, they know they don't agree, and yet they are the
poorest at assessing public values.
Item E5s
Table XXXVII correlates the public opinion probe
with military affiliation of the respondents*
There is little to choose among the affiliation
categories, in agreement; all three are about equal.
Again* in the congruency sector, all affiliation
categories are about equal in the differences between their
personal opinions and those of the public.
In accuracy, the reserve PR personnel are clearly
the most capable in predicting public opinion.
Item ES:
Table XXXVIII shows that persons living on the Gulf
Coast scored highest in-all three categories.
In agreement, the Gulf Coast residents had personal
opinions similar to the general public. Inlanders, who had
the largest number of respondents in this survey, had the
second most similar opinions.
Gulf Coast respondents ranked highest in congruency,
with West Coast residents lowest in that regard.
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order ranking by respondents from the West Coast, Inland,
and the East Coast, Overall in accuracy. East Coasters
were the weakest in predicting public opinion, and they
were the only group that thought they agreed with the
public more than they did. This suggests there may be a
degree of insularity among the East Coast List 60 personnel,
They are distorting perceived public opinion in the
direction of their own opinions,
TABLE XXXVIII





























































General Opinion? of Respondents
The final page of the questionnaire provided space
for the respondent to comment on any subject of his
choosing. Since this research paper is concerned with
public relations, what follows is a randomly selected cross
section of comments in that particular area. Comments
having to do with retirement benefits, Naval Reserve
matters and associated subjects were not considered appro-
priate for inclusion in this section.
No analysis was performed on these comments and they
are presented only to give a rounded view of the
respondent s * opinions
.
A 23 year old radio announcer in the nid~V7est had
this to say about the List 60 programs
Would like to note that receiving CHINK) *s package
for December in the middle of January, c:s just occurred,
makes the material less than valuable. Several times
there have been items I could have gotten on the air or
in the paper had they arrived in time.
Another respondent, vice president of a storage and
moving company in the mid-West, had this view of Navy
public relations!
Of all the various branches of service I feel the
Navy is doing by far the best jcb in public relations
in every manner. The Navy League is the largest and by
a long ways the most active of the service oriented
civilian organisations. This is because the high brass
of the Havy recognize the value of having an informed
civilicin organization. Thus they cooperate in every
manner with the Navy League and each cooperates to
promote the good of the other. Also, the llavy seems to
have better and rare effective news releases. For
example, Kavy Day and the Marine Corps birthday always
receive good publicity year after year.
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A Hashington, D. c, public relations man feels that
the Havy would benefit from more contacts with the public:
I feel that of the three servicer, the navy's public
affairs program is not reaching the public. They do
too much talking to themselves. Also, you will find
that very few Navy commands have continuous programs
wherein public contact is made, nor do they even offer
programs to local organizations.
Money problems were mentioned by a 39 year old
Missouri union director who is a member of a Naval Reserve
patrol squadron:
I have worked closely with USNR PAO representatives
in the Kansas City area and relationships with them are
excellent. But, they are handic by limited funds.
They could do a far better job for the Navy and its
image if they were given more §.
Better PR planning would pay off for the Navy,
asserts a radio news director in Michigan:
I think the survey is a good idea. In fact, the
Navy is so good at conducting boards of inquiry and
investigations that they should do a thorough study of
their public relations and information program. I
think the Navy is not doing an adequate job of telling
their story to the American people. A Navy office in
Chicago has established an audio feed service for radio
stations. The feeds, however, are always meaningless
dribble and amateurish* On another subject, we
recently had a visit of a high ranking flag officer in
our area to present the Navy Cross to the parents of a
Navy man killed in Vietnam. Yet, there was no advance
man from the Navy to provide information, arrange
interviews with the Admiral, and act as a liaison. It
is only when the Navy adopts a spirit of cooperation
(rather than defensivenoss) , reports the hard news
(good or bad) , and reports frankly to the .people, that
they will improve their image with the news media and
there?oy improve their image with the American people.
A retired Chief Petty Officer, formerly in Navy
public relations, wrote over two pages of coirments on the
conduct of present-day Navy PR. lie summed up his remarks

this way: 92
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This study has produced the following profiles of
the occupational categories of respondents.
Prinfc media employees made up the third largest
portion of the sample (21.6 par cent). They used the
List 60 material least in their jobs and ha3 the least
amount of contact with active duty ilavy personnel. In the
public ox^inion probe, they were average—neither strong nor
weak in the concept rankings of agreement, congruency and
accuracy.
Electronic media personnel (15.4 per cent of the
sample) were the group least favorable in their attitudes
toward active ITavy service. This occupational category was
also ranked lowest in its overall loyalty to the ITavy. It
did, however, have the greatest desire for more PR contacts
with the Navy. In the area of public opinion prediction,
this media grouping had personal opinions most different
from the results of the nationwide Harris survey, but they
acknowledged their perception of this fact by scoring low





EubjUs relations, and s&sgxtislxa. people, overall,
were the mo.pt pro-lTavy in their attitudes, and constituted
28.6 per cent of those sampled. They used the List 60
material most in their jobs—-usually for interpersonal
conversations and speaking engagements. Also, they
believed their personal opinions to be most different from
those of the general public. In accurately predicting
public opinion, this group received the highest ranking
among the occupational categories.
KbiiS. collar workers Tied the largest number of
respondents in the sample (30.4 per cent) . They had the
most "highly favorable" attitudes toward their active duty
service and also had the most contacts with active duty
Navy personnel—through reserve affiliations. Their
personal opinions were most like the general pub lie* s and
they, in fact, believed their opinions to be most like the
public's. In public opinion accuracy, they were a close
second to the PR-advertising category.
By job titles, the mass media respondents showed the
following characteristics
.
Managing editors. a&d £ i lsnt£ were the most
educated by the List 60 material. That is, they thought
their knowledge level about Uavy activities was most
improved since receiving the monthly CHINFO mailings. This
group prefers monthly personal contacts with Navy personnel
and also expressed a willingness to meet as often as the
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Navy desired. In public opinion prediction/ this segment
of the sample had personal opinions most like those of the
general public and over half of this sample segment was
superior in estimating public opinion.
£it£ editors, and, equivalents found the Lint 60
material most useful in their jobs, but mostly for
backgrounding purposes. They were enthusiastic in their
desire for personal' Navy contacts at least once a month.
They were average in all aspects of the public opinion
probe
.
Reporters were highly educated by the List 60
material, although not as well as the managing editors.
Being in news-producing positions, it is not unusual that
this group got the CHINFO material the most mass exposure
through publication and broadcast. In the area of public
opinion prediction the reporters exhibited strange
characteristics for a group that would be expected to "keep
their fingers on the pulse of the public." Their personal
opinions did not agree with the public, they perceived this
fact, and were still poor at assessing true public o£>inion.
By military affiliation the sample divided along the
following lines.
£ex§o_na wjj^i joa Haaal E^^zxsl affiliation included
many electronic media workers. Over 75 per cent of this
group would reenter the Navy and would recommend the Navy
to a friend. Over two-thirds support the retention of.
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aircraft carriers in peacetime. Most of them found the
List 60 material useful for background information. This
category of affiliation/ as would be expected, had the
least amount of contact with active duty Navy personnel and
desired considerably more. In the rankings for public
opinion agreement and congruency, they were equal to Naval
•Reservists, both not being particularly good in these
aspects.
Hay_al Reserves jjo, JlGirPR hilletB were mostly white
collar workers. They rated high in all items of Kavy
loyalty—attitudes toward active duty service, reentering
and recommending the Navy, and supporting Navy air power in
peacetime.
X&vaJL E££££X£3. JLn EB. billets, were mostly civilian
public relations-advertising workers* They were the most
pro-Navy in their responses to the four items that measured
Navy loyalty. Also, they were best informed by the List 60
material. It was in the area of public opinion estimation
that this group showed a definite faculty. They were
overwhelmingly superior to the other groups in accurately
predicting how the general public actually ranked the eight
occupations.
line data presented in this research paper support
the hypothesis that attitudes toward active duty Navy
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service correlate positively to present attitudes toward
that service.
The concept of the CHINFO Lint 60 program has solid
foundations in communication research. Ex-Navymen now
employed in mass media positions are an influential, special
public that can be of great value to the NavyVs public
relations program. However, it appears that List 60 has
become diluted with persons not employed in civilian mass
media occupations who have little public outlet for the
informational material. This is not to say that these non-
media persons should not be serviced with information
material. On the contrary, many of these people are
associated with Naval Reserve PR activities in some capacity
and must be kept fully informed. But* the needs of these
persons are different from those of a working media-
man—whose job and reputation depend on producing newsworthy
material for diversified publics.
It is suggested that, to be most effective. List 60
might be restricted to mass media personnel and that a
separate informational program be continued for non-media
addressees. Media people could then be a distinct "public**
which could be provided with, as before, informational
material along with timely media releases. Probably most
important, they should be told, repeatedly if necessary,




The data suggest that List 60 contains a large
portion of media persons ready and willing to publicise the
Navy. It appears that they need core definite direction in
this endeavor.
The data indicate that increased contacts with the
Navy PR program contribute to the basic purpose of the
List 60 program.
It appears clear that the material contained in the
CZIINFO packages is being used more for background informa-
tion than for actual publication z.nd broadcast. The need
for a well-informed public of influentials is acknowledged.
However* eventually there is a point reached where this
background knowledge should be diffused to a larger
audience. A thorough review of the usefulness of its
material might pay handsome dividends to CHINFO in the form
of greater and more beneficial media exposure.
Finally* it would seem that the CHINFO program is
too internally oriented. That is, too much time and effort
is being expended on influencing Naval Reservists v/ho are
already being bor.barded from many Navy sources. Perhaps
more attention should be directed to non-reservists and, in
general, all nationwide media facilities. t?hiie persons
with ties to the Navy should not be neglected, some effort
might be made to expand the scope of the Navy information
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and assistance program. Thus, the experience gained from
servicing the needs of the List 60 universe could be
refined and expanded to a larger media public.
The evidence of this research paper suggests that
more personal contacts are desired by all categories of
respondents. While mail contacts are useful, the personal
touch of face-to-face and telephone contacts are preferred.
In existence is a network of Navy activities that
can provide personal contact with media representatives.
It has been shown that airiest all respondents work near a
recruiting office, reserve training center or operational
base. However, at present there is little overall direc-
tion being giver- to employing the active duty personnel at
these locations in a coordinated media-contact program.
When asked how often they were contacted by active duty
Navy personnel, some respondents replied to the effect that
Mthe recruiting people come around once in a while—when
they want something* " That situation could be altered if
the recruiting personnel made monthly contacts with all
media in their locales to, for example, deliver List 60
material in person end determine if any assistance could be
rendered hy the Navy's public relations organisation.
In effect, this would put into operation a "grass-
roots'* public relations organization that would extend
upwards from the recruiting-Naval Reserve level to the
District and Area PAO offices and terminate in CHINFO.
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Whether this type of system is feasible is a matter
for further consideration. However, if the amount
and type
of contacts that nsdia representatives prefer are
to be
provided by the Navy, some systan must be devised to
service this need.
On the natter of public opinion prediction, this
thesis has presented the results of a nationwide
explora-
tory study into that matter. Replication of that
part of
the study would be necessary for the development
of
confidence in its findings.
The data indicate that advertising and public
relations oriented personnel are best able to gauge
general
public opinion. Further exploration into this
raatter might
determine why "genaralists" such as PR people are
more
sensitive to public opinion trends than print and
electronic media personnel.
Trying to find a group of people who accurately
reflect general public opinion is as difficult
a task for
mass communication researchers as finding a
typical American
community is for sociologists. However, with the
importance
of public opinion research increasing rapidly,
the search
will probably continue. It is hoped that the
research





This study has shown that the majority of the
respondents desired increased contacts with their former
service.
Implicit in this request for further contacts was
the understanding that eventually they would be expected to
perform some "service" for the betterment of the Navy.
This "service" might be the publication of Navy news or
just relatively limited rhetorical support for the Navy.
Since the sample requested increased contacts, this
suggests that they will increasingly expose themselves to
information which is congenial with their prior attitudes--
in this case, favorability toward the Navy.
Also, it would appear that any information campaign
must eventually evolve from the "soft sell" to the "hard
sell." That is, the providing of informational material is
fine for a period of time—to indoctrinate and orient the
readers. However, eventually the audience must be given
specific suggestions for putting their new-found knowledge
to use. They can not be left to their own initiative to
find uses for the material.
The "hard sell" part of the information program
might include providing press releases and programming tips
that publicize the message of the sponsoring organization.
In addition, informational campaigns can use background
material to wet the appetite of the audience, but it
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eventually loses its effectiveness unless it is followed up
with personal contacts, A combination of the two
approaches (mailed material for background information and
personal contacts to implement a publicity campaign) seems
the ideal "mix."
Special publics such as media men and other
influentials are constantly being besieged by representa-
tives from all types of organisations for media space and
personal support. This study has shown that the Havy has a
sympathetic audience in the List 60 universe. How well the
Navy utilizes this sympathetic group depends on the quality
of service it provides and the "special" attention it pays
to this group.
Public relations practitioners too often rely on the
"shotgun" method to disseminate information about their
firms or organisations to special and general publics.
That is, publicity campaigns for heterogeneous audiences
use informational material that is broadly written so that
it is suitable for all audiences. This method does not
take into account the influential special publics to whom
specifically written information would have more personal
meaning.
It would seem desirable that madia men be a distinct
and separate public to whom certain information is
specifically aimed. The addition of suggested uses for the
material and personal follow-up contacts would provide a
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system for communications and feedback that might prove
mutually rewarding for both the parent organisation and its
"alumni. "
With regard to the amount of contacts that best
serve the public relations purpose, that can best be
determined by contacting each media representative and
ascertaining his wishes in this matter. However, the PR
employee cannot expect to be periodically welcomed in
newsrooms unless he has co::.2 predeterminer] reason for being
there. Keeping up contacts with little more than social
chit-chat may coon be resented.
Persons on List 60 indicate that once a month
contacts are preferable, or that they should be contacted
at any time that the Navy thinks the contact will be
worthwhile. The passing of CHINFO material to the media
men or getting feedback from mailed packages are certainly
reasons enough to arrange a monthly contact.
While it is commonly believed that PR news releases
are viewed by media representatives as ploys for "free
advertising space, w there are reasons to believe that this
is not the case where government agencies, free of
politics, are concerned. The data in. this paper suggest
that organisations such as the Navy might find media men
willing and able to provide continuing support to national




In the area of public opinion prediction, this
thesis has shown that Gulf Coast residents were the most
proficient in accurately gauging how the American public
ranked eight occupations. If subsequent studies were to
show that Gulf Coasters had typical middle clas3 American
tastes in other areas, then consumer researchers and
advertising-analysers might look to the South for their
data.
The Gulf Coast respondents also rated high in
agreement and congruency, which indicates that they, in
fact, have a "feel" for typical American tastes. This
might be attributed to having the right combination of
relatively cosmopolitan attitudes of East and West Coasters
and the supposed provincialism of Inlanders.
Persons with experience in public relations were
aleo shewn to be proficient in predicting public opinion.
Several theories can be advanced to explain why PR
"generalises" are superior to their print and electronic
media competitors. First, they are expected to take public
opinion into account in the activities they initiate.
Newsmen and radio-TV personnel mostly reflect the news and
have relatively little need to consider public opinion. In
fact, in some cases they perceive their function as
molding public opinion. Also, public relations personnel
are not normally involved in the frantic operation of
producing a daily newspaper or broadcast and have the tii
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to consider public opinion in their activities.
For whatever the reasons, the fact remains that this
thesis indicates that public relations-advertising
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APPENDIX A
NAVY PUBLIC COISMONICATIOH SURVEY
Note . This questionnaire is entirely confidential. Your
answers will be included in statistical analysis only;
nothing you say here will be connected with your name and
you will not be identified in any reports presenting the
results. There is" no need' to put your name on the
questionnaire. The success of this study depends on
complete responses from everyone in the sample* Therefore,
please answer every question frankly. When you finish,
please check back to make sure you have answered every
question.
1. In which of these fields do you primarily work?








2. What is the title and general nature of your job?
3. In what state do you work?
4. What is your age?
5. What is your sex? Male Female.
6. About how far from your work are the following naval
activities:
Nearest Naval Reserve Training Center: Miles
Nearest Naval Recruiting Office: liiles




7. Active Military Service. Tor each branch of the service,
please list (by month and year) the periods in which you







8. Do you currently have any official affiliation with the
Navy or any ether military service? If so, what?
9. When you last left military service, what general
attitude toward your active duty experience would you
say you carried back into civilian life?
___„J-Iighly favorable _. _S lightly unfavorable
__Jloderately favorable Moderately unfavorable
Slightly favorable JHighly unfavorable
Comments on the reasons for this attitude
10. If you had your service to do over again, which branch
would you prefer to serve in?
( Army* Kavy, Marines, Air Force)
11. If a young man close to you asked your advice on satisfy-
ing his active duty obligation, which branch of the
service would you most likely recommend?
(Army, Navy, MarineSf Air Force)
12. Be fore you bogan receiving periodic informational
material from the Navy Office of Information (CHINFO)
,
about hew often per month were you contacted by active




.Never ___„About once a month
___About once a year 2-4 contacts a month
A few tines a year 5 or more contacts a month
13. Before you began receiving the Office of Information
material, how well informed would you say you were
about current Naval activities?
___Very well informed .Not very well informed
Fairly well informed JRot at all informed
14. How well informed would you say you are now about
current Naval activities?
.Very well informed .Not very well informed
_
Fairly well informed Mot at all informed
15. Do you feel you have been reasonably informed about th<
Navy's combat achievements in Viet Nam?
Yes, very much No, not very much
Yes, pretty much _ No, not at all
16. Has the Office of Information material you have
received helped you better understand the Navy's role
in national defense?
_Yes, very much No, not very much
___Yes, pretty much No, not at all
17. Since receiving the Office of Information mailings,
have you paid more attention to news stories about the
Navy than you did before?
Yes, very much No, not very much
Yes, pretty much No, not at all
13. During the past year, have there been any occasions
when material from the Office of Information was helpful
to you in your job? (For example, in writing something





If yes, please describe the circumstances:
_
19. Some civilian economists recommend that the llavy, in
peacetime, should reduce the number of aircraft
carriers in service and the U.S. should rely more on
land-based Air Force aircraft for defense. What is
your reaction to that proposal?
Strongly agree Slightly disagree
Jtoderately agree __JIcderately disagree
Slightly agree _£trongly disagree
20. Listed belc^.7 are. several ways in Which ITavy public
affairs personnel night contact you. For each one,
about how often are you contacted by active duty navy
public affairs representative.:.?
Once a 2~4 times 5 or more
SxEfi-ilf^esakaGt. Never month £._mG7i£ix tiir.es month
a. Face-to- face talks _
b. Telephone contact
c. By mail (include
CHINFO mailings)
21. How do you prefer to be contacted by Navy public affairs
personnel? (Check as many as you like.)
Face-to-face _£y telephone
_By mail Hot at all
.Other means of contact (please specify)
:
22. With regard to being contacted by Navy public affairs
personnel, about how many contacts per month do you
prefer?
Never _2-4 contacts a month
About once a month _5 or more contacts a month
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23. Listed .below (in alphabetical order) are 8 occupations.
How much do you respect people in these occupations?
Indicate the one you respect most by marking the number
w l n hy it; mark a "2" by the one you respect second
most, and so on. ILznli each of the 8 occupations, so










24. Your opinions are probably not the same as those of
people with different backgrounds. How much would you
say the general U. G. public respects these same 8
occupations? Again, rank them from 1 to 8, this time
in the order you think a cross-section of American









J "i VrS^l SURE von e& .MS] BEB E BX QUESTION. £!£&££
XCU JtEBX A&ZCEL-
The following space is provided for any comments you wish
to make about the Navy in general* its public relations
program, this survey, etc.

APPE'TDJX B
DEPARTMENT O? THE NAVY
Office of Information
Washington, 1). C. 20350
11 January 1963
Dear Sirs
In early February a random sample of persons on this
mailing list will be sent a questionnaire which will
request opinions about various aspects concerning the Navy
and its public affairs program.
The questionnaire is part of a university graduate
research project by a Navy public affairs office::,
Lieutenant Commander James E. Wentz. His research* however,
will ba of potential value to the Kavy in developing more
responsive media information programs.
There will be no "right'* or "wrong" answer a in the
questionnaire. The only correct answers are those that
accurately express your personal feelings. For ease of
response, answers to moot of the questions will be in
check-o £f form
•
I hope you will take a few minutes of your time to
complete the questionnaire and return it to Lieutenant
Commander rents. It will not be necessary to identify
yourself in the survey since only the opinions expressed




Captain, U. S. Navy





Lcdr. James E. Wentz* USN
1018 Stull Street
Sun Prairie, Wis. 53590
February 1, 1968
Dear Sir;
In the last mailing of informational material from
the office of the Chief of Naval Information, there was a
letter from Captain Robert C. Jones explaining the purpose
of the enclosed questionnaire.
briefly, that letter explained that I am a Navy
officer presently working toward a ] er's degree in
journalism. The enclosed questionnaire is part of a
research project that I am conducting at the University of
Wisconsin. In addition, the information gained from this
survey will assist the Navy in making its media relations
program as effective as possible. Hopefully, the results
of this project will ultimately benefit the Navy, media
representatives in the field and my own personal academic
requirements
.
The success off tfris proj ect dep \ pn each person















We are most anxious to have you complete and return
the questionnaire "Navy Public Communications Survey" which
was cent to you on 1 February. (If you nave already mailed
it, please disregard this postcard.)
Because of the sampling method used* it is necessary
that we receive 100% cooperation for the survey results to
be valid. X°ur return is the, important one .
Please help us by returning the questionnaire as soon
as possible. My -.ailing address is: 1013 Stull Street,
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin 53590.
Sincerely,
Janes E. Wents
LCDR, 13
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